Review of Matthew Butterick’s Typography for Lawyers (Part 1)

By Matthew R. Salzwedel

Editor’s Note: This article is split into two parts. The first part appears below, and the second part will appear in next month’s issue.

S
tellar legal writing requires planning, organization, clear prose, and impeccable grammar and punctuation. But another key part of excellent legal writing gets little or no attention from all but the most meticulous legal writers—typography. Before your eyes glaze over, grant me a few more sentences to explain why you should care about it.

Typography is writing’s visual element that, if done correctly, can help your readers enjoy and better understand your work. If you write well but neglect the basic conventions of professional typography, you deserve the same scorn from your readers as the fancy-restaurant chef who serves lobster tails on plastic fast-food trays and fine French wine in paper Dixie® cups. In short, your credibility as a writer is at stake.

Fortunately, if you know nothing about professional typography, you don’t have to spend your free time learning it from scratch because Matthew Butterick—a Harvard-trained typographer who doubles as a California lawyer—has written the book on how professional typography can improve legal writing. Now in its second edition, Butterick’s Typography for Lawyers runs about 230 pages and is a quick, easy read.

Everyone who works in the law—judges, lawyers, paralegals, and legal assistants—can benefit from reading it.

Butterick’s most useful and easy-to-adopt typography recommendations follow. This is Typography 101—basic typography conventions, along with step-by-step instructions for changing settings in Microsoft Word 2016. (If you have a Mac, the book includes Mac-specific instructions, or you can find them online.) On a few topics I’ll digress to give my own preferences formed during my practice as both a litigator and a corporate lawyer with a heavy contract-drafting practice.

First, though, an important disclaimer is in order: Butterick’s recommendations still require that you use your judgment. If a law, court rule, or stubborn senior partner says to do something differently, then of course follow that direction.

Put one space after a punctuation mark

If my Twitter feed is any indication, lawyers remain bitterly divided over whether to insert one or two spaces after a sentence-ending period. Butterick says that you have no choice: it’s always one space after a punctuation mark, including after a sentence-ending period.

He cites professional-typography authorities as well as The Chicago Manual of Style, The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style, and the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit’s Requirements and Suggestions for Typography in Briefs and Other Papers. Butterick explains that the two-space convention is a holdover from the typewriter and that, whatever writers or publishers may have done in the past, professionals now use only one space.

But doesn’t new research support the two-space convention? Actually, no. A recent study in the journal Attention, Perception, & Psychophysics did claim that two spaces after a sentence-ending period helps readers better comprehend what they’re reading. But both the study’s methodology and its broad conclusion are flimsy at best.

The 60 participants were college students (hardly representative of the population); the study used text set in Courier New font, which is rarely used today; using two spaces after a period increased participants’ reading speed (by a tiny 3 percent) only if they already used two spaces in their writing; and the researchers didn’t find that two spaces helped the participants understand the text any better than if one space followed the period.

After recounting even more problems with the study, Butterick accurately describes the attention and weight that you should give to it: “Not much to see here, I’m afraid.”

Don’t underline

Although contract drafters rarely underline words other than section headings, some brief-writers choose to underline case names and words that they want to emphasize. Other brief-writers—especially if they follow The Bluebook and other well-accepted style guides—italicize these words.

Butterick points out that typewriters forced lawyers to underline case names and words that they wanted to emphasize because typewriters couldn’t bold or italicize words. Now that lawyers don’t use typewriters, there’s no need to underline. Underlining is ugly. If you want to emphasize text, either italicize the words or put them in bold.

Don’t use monospaced fonts

Courier New and Lucida Sans Typewriter are monospaced fonts—each character is the same width. Times New Roman and Century Schoolbook are proportionally spaced fonts—each character has a different width. Monospaced fonts are another vestige of the typewriter era: they
served only the purpose of satisfying the mechanical needs of typewriters—not “to win beauty contests.”

Butterick suggests that some courts still might require monospaced fonts. But besides the Massachusetts appellate courts—which require submissions in Courier—my research has found no other courts that require them. Even so, if you use Courier New or another monospaced font and want to switch to a proportionally spaced font, first check the rules.

Retire Arial and try something other than Times New Roman

Butterick doesn’t recommend Arial to lawyers choosing a proportionally spaced font. Its use, he says, “is permanently associated with the work of people who will never care about typography.” Instead of Arial, Butterick recommends the similar-looking professional fonts Neutral, Bernini Sans, and Cooper Hewitt (a free, open-source font designed for the Smithsonian).

Butterick may dislike Times New Roman more than Arial. Times New Roman’s popularity, he says, is the result of its ubiquity, not its quality. It isn’t really a font choice but rather is “the absence of a font choice, like the blackness of deep space is not a color. To look at Times New Roman is to gaze into the void.” For Times New Roman substitutes, he recommends the professional fonts Equity (a font that he created), Tiempos, and Verdigris.

But there’s a rub with professional fonts. As Butterick acknowledges, Microsoft Word doesn’t include them as free system fonts; instead, you must buy a third-party license to use them. A single license for a professional-font family can cost up to $200. And if you want several people in your law office or legal department to use a professional font, you’ll need to buy either several individual licenses or a bulk license. Professional fonts also don’t display properly to people who haven’t bought the license.

Regardless of your choice, you should always ask yourself what font will be the easiest for your readers to read and help them understand what you’re trying to convey. After experimenting with different Word system fonts, I now use Segoe UI—a proportionally spaced font—for employee-facing documents such as confidentiality and separation agreements. (Butterick partially blesses Segoe UI, saying that it’s “OK in limited doses.”) In formal contexts—e.g., when nonlawyer company executives will read the document—I default to Times New Roman, the font least prone to cause executive distraction.

I also use Segoe UI for my contracts, but I don’t fuss if a vendor’s contract uses Arial or another minimally readable font. Ken Adams uses Calibri in his contracts (while declaring Segoe UI to be “unobjectionable”), and when it comes to contract drafting it’s usually safe to follow Ken’s recommendations. But don’t even think about using Arial Narrow (8.5 pt) or other small, hard-to-read fonts. Tiny, hardly readable fonts tell your readers two things: (1) you don’t care about making their day hell, and (2) they need to pay close attention to what’s in the contract because you’re possibly trying to bury something important.

The provenance for this article is 10 Takeaways from Typography for Lawyers, which the author originally published at Lawyerist.com on July 7, 2011, and was last updated on October 10, 2015.

Matthew R. Salzwedel is a former litigator and now is senior counsel at HomeServices of America, Inc., in Minneapolis. He publishes legalwritingeditor.com, and you can follow him on Twitter @LegalWritingEd.
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